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The Flexential Professional Services (FPS) team works
collaboratively with your internal IT resources to solve
complex challenges and serve as a trusted IT consulting
partner. FPS combines innovative practices, expert
guidance, and skilled delivery to solve your most pressing
IT needs:

Features
•

Security & compliance: FPS’ certified security experts
work across all industries to help improve customers’
security controls and processes to avoid incidents,
minimize damage and recover quickly from unforeseen events.

Deep technical expertise in many
environments, including Microsoft, Linux, AWS
and Azure

•

Highly certified team (CISSP, OSCP, PCI
QSA, CISA, MCP, RHCE) to solve complex IT
challenges

•

Team of 50+ engineers with offices in Boulder,
Dallas, Denver, Philadelphia and Portland

Architecture: Our certified professional services team
can work with you to successfully architect and implement
a scalable IT infrastructure that supports your initiatives
now — and in the future.
Transformation: FPS offers comprehensive technical
leadership and project management services to enable
seamless transformation of your IT systems.
DevOps: Our team can help you achieve DevOps
readiness, accelerate application development and
gain greater visibility and control-using the best tools,
methodologies and controls for your unique requirements.

To learn more about Flexential services, contact us at
888.552.FLEX or sales@flexential.com

Benefits
•

Simplify and accelerate infrastructure
transformation

•

Accelerate the adoption of industry best
practices

•

Align IT strategy with business objectives

•

Meet compliance requirements and
strengthen your security posture

•

Mature IT governance and cybersecurity
operations

Solve Resource Gaps
Organizations may lack the manpower or expertise to see initiatives through to completion on schedule. FPS can supplement
customer technical or project management resources to address those gaps.
Deep Technical Expertise
FPS has both deep and broad technical expertise, including highly certified and experienced staff who can provide
thought leadership and overcome technical obstacles. Having an experienced hand helps guide and reassure customers
of their decision and improve confidence in Flexential solutions.
Reduce Uncertainty
Making good decisions with imperfect information is difficult. We all struggle to know what we don’t know. Having a
discovery and assessment engagement by a third party such as FPS reduces organizational blind spots and reduces
project risk.
Strategic IT Alignment
Many organizations face large and complex challenges for which identifying a clear path forward and understanding
technical and operational dependencies can be difficult. FPS can help roadmap solutions across multiple phases to avoid
overwhelming a customer’s team and provide clear direction.
Right-Size Solutions
Scoping and selecting the right capacity is increasingly difficult in a world where current and future-state solutions are
not an apples-to-apples proposition. FPS uses solution design reviews and workload assessment services to improve
confidence in technical solutions, reduce implementation issues, and minimize solution revisions and change orders.
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• Cloud Readiness Assessment
• Systems & Network Architecture
• Discovery & Architecture Assessment
• Design Workshops

TRANSFORMATION
• Cloud Migrations
• Disaster Recovery Design & Planning
• Project Management
• Cloud Connect Implementation
• Technology Refresh

DEVOPS
• Managed DevOps
• DevOps Architecture
• Application Containerization
• Infrastructure as Code
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ASSESSMENTS
• IT Security Assessment
• Risk Assessment
• Vulnerability Scanning & Assessment
• Compliance Assessments & Gap Analysis
• NIST 800-53
• HIPAA

INFRASTRUCTURE

SECURITY &
COMPLIANCE

• PCI SAQ & PCI ROC
• ISO27001

PENETRATION TESTING
• Infrastructure & Active Directory
• Web, API & Mobile Application
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Social Engineering

SECURITY MANAGEMENT
• Remediation & Security Transformation
• Cybersecurity Program Management
• Ransomware Readiness
• Incident Response

Flexential helps organizations optimize IT transformation while simultaneously
balancing cost, scalability, compliance and security. With a focus on building trusted
relationships, providing valuable support and delivering tailored solutions and reliable
performance, Flexential delivers colocation, connectivity, cloud, managed solutions
and professional services to 4,200 customers across the U.S. and Canada.
Flexential.com

sales@flexential.com

888.552.FLEX
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